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City of Lynchburg 
Procurement Division 
900 Church Street 
Lynchburg, Virginia  24504 
Telephone No.: (434) 455-3970 
Fax No.: (434) 845-0711                     
                                                    Addendum for Invitation for Bids 

Chemicals for the City of Lynchburg WWTP and Water Plant 
15-953 

Date: 11/24/2014 
From: Lisa Moss, Buyer VCA 
RE: Addendum No.  1 
 
This Addendum supplements and amends the original Plans and Specifications and shall be taken into 
account in preparing proposals and shall become a part of the Contract Documents. The Bidder shall indicate 
receipt of this Addendum and all previously issued Addenda on the Bid Form.   
 
 

1.  The Totalox information says or any equivalent.  We produce a product called Cal-x Plus that is 
designed specifically for hydrogen sulfide elimination.  Is there a process to be approved as an 
equivalent?  
DWR is looking for a product that provides quick action to eliminate hydrogen sulfide 
already formed before it releases to the atmosphere and then stops production of sulfide 
over the next 4-5 hours until the flow reaches a major interceptor.  If the compound uses a 
different chemical configuration it may have to be tested during bad conditions as the 
chemical feed has a limited size pump and it is generally expected a tote will last at least 1 
week during worst conditions and up to 3 better conditions.    

 
 2.  Would you please tell me the current price you are purchasing Totalox? 
  $0.43 solution pound. 
 

3.  It mentions delivery by totes, but is there a problem with us bring our LTL truck up to unload into 
totes if we position the totes at a location or multiple locations?   
 The current process is DWR currently stocks 2-8 totes in storage at the WWTP.  2 totes are 
at the remote chemical feed station with limited access.  When one tote is near empty staff 
transport a full tote to the station VIA pick-up truck and transfer chemical by pump to the 
totes at the chemical feed station.   Totes in service at the chemical feed station last from 1 
week to 3 weeks depending on seasonal use rates.  

 
 4. How many totes are ordered per delivery? 

 Currently 2-6 depending on season of year and totes in inventory. 
 
 

 

Company Name:    Address:    Date:   

Authorized Signature:      Title:      

Print Name:     Telephone No.:    

Fax No.:   


